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If you have HR needs but lack the budget to hire a full-time professional, a contract 
worker can get the job done. With contract workers, and sometimes with contract-to-hire 
roles, you don’t need to offer things like:

Depending on the budget you have to work with, you can maximize how you use it 
and get exactly what you need done with a contractor. 

Depending on their work schedule and job description, you may be able to hire contract 
and contract-to-hire positions remotely. 

Many HR duties are remote-friendly due to evolving technology. Teams can connect 
digitally, communicate 24/7 online and submit projects to digital dashboards.

Contract and contract-to-hire roles may be more remote-friendly compared to full-time 
positions with your company. This means you can:

Contract workers are flexible solutions for your workforce needs. They can supplement 
your talent, fill in the gaps, as well as help out with large projects.

Contract and contract-to-hire workers are temporary – at least initially.

This means you can see if the temporary HR worker:

Has the exact skills you need to fill in a full-time position

Is a culture fit for your company
The trial run of a contract-to-hire position gives your business the chance to test 
out a candidate without the commitment of offering a full-time position.

This saves you time, money and hassle in the future, compared 
to if you hired the wrong fit as an FTE and need to let them go.

IN HR, CONTRACT WORKERS CAN:

Assist with bulk 
hiring needs

Support your full-time HR 
professionals with whatever 

specific tasks they need

Focus on projects that have 
been neglected due to time 

and resource constraints

If you enjoy working with the contract worker and your hiring capabilities change, you 
may be able to move them into a contract-to-hire or full-time position in the future.

A study of said productivity was the same or higher 
when employees worked remotely. (2)

• Hire workers who are more likely to be engaged, 
due to flexibility in their work environment

• Save money, when you don't have to accommodate 
a temporary worker in your office

by HR and workplace benefits 
consulting firm Mercer found 

Contract and contract-to-hire 
workers offer new 

viewpoints and diverse 
expertise for a fraction 

of the cost and 
commitment compared to 
hiring a full-time worker.

Since contractors may 
have worked for others in 

the space, including 
competitors, they can 
provide an inside view 

of how other businesses 
do things and which

 methods work.

If your HR team has been 
stuck in a rut or needs to 
refresh how you operate, 

a contract worker 
instantly provides 

different perspectives that 
can ultimately strengthen 

your team.

Compensation equivalent 
to FTEs annual salary

Health insurance 
and benefits

Vacations/PTO


